Professor: Slow, growing hope of Finland
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Professor Martin Kenney encourages the Finnish contribution to the slower growing companies with private equity firms to attract the gaselliyritysten instead.

A private equity-backed companies the problem is the fact that the business is often transferred to the ecosystem, which is available in a lot of skilled workforce, partners and customers. In practice, this often means, for example, Silicon Valley in the United States.

"This is a problem for many countries," Kenney said.

For example, Kenney used Roviota with a move away from Finland Kenney took it for granted.

"You'll have to hope that the Rovio guys to stay in Finland to invest their capital and know-how of Finnish companies."

Long experience of high-speed instead of Kenney encouraged to invest in growth companies in comfort (nice-growth firms). At Kenney refers to companies that are growing and creating jobs, but not because of the nature to attract private equity investors.

"These companies are scaled linearly, and not exponentially.'s Why they do not care because private equity investors."

Nicely-growing companies operating, for example, medical technology, consulting and design alalla.Kenneyllä there was no clear medication, the slower growth companies to generate more. One of the presentation, however, he was.

"Liberalisoisin your university, professors and students in order to make it easier to set up and consult with companies,"

Kenney spoke of Employment and the Economy's Growth Enterprise 2012 report on the publication. He is a professor at the University of California.